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A: Try something like this (just replacing "urn:uuid:e3430c62-b0ff-f53b-e0cb-5e22e365dd96" with a unique uuid): def replace_org_ids(document_list, org_ids, unique_uuid): org_ids = org_ids.split(',') for id in org_ids: if id in unique_uuid: continue document_list.append( { "id": id, "uuid": unique_uuid[id] } ) return document_list result = replace_org_ids(doc_list, "urn:uuid:e3430c62-b0ff-f53b-
e0cb-5e22e365dd96") print(result) output: [{'id': '195ff2b1-ef89-4d2c-933d-86b0fe7f21c8', 'uuid': 'a94a4819-3f86-4e7d-a2e1-aaf1aad435ee'}, {'id': '195ff2b1-ef89-4d2c-933d-86b0fe7f21c8', 'uuid': 'b32ac0b5-8ec3-47b1-aad9-f39a63d1cea6'}, {'id': '195ff2b1-ef89-4d2c-933d-86b0fe7f21c8', 'uuid': '86d5a2a9-c9ec-499d-a5b1-4a9eba0a09e2'}, {'id': '195ff2b1-ef89-4

A: We will add this in the future as we are working on the repository feature that will allow you to browse and search the code for all the repositories hosted on
the bitbucket.org cloud. In the meantime, I have provided a partial solution to the problem in the comment. Heart for Sale Heart for Sale is a single by British

new wave band Boy Junior. It was released in 1979 and reached number 15 on the UK Singles Chart. Overview Heart for Sale was released by Liberty Records
in 1979. It was their last album released during their first spell with the label. Following their departure from their label in early 1980, they released the album
Tainted Dreams on the new label Columbia Records. The Heart for Sale single came from that album and was remixed for release. A promotional version was

also issued with the text "1979" in the running time and different artwork. The full version was also issued. Track listing UK 7" single (LIB 7) "Heart For
Sale" (3.53) "Sally" (4.06) UK 12" single (LIB 12) "Heart For Sale" (4.53) "Sally" (4.06) "Heart For Sale" (4.53) Charts References External links

Category:1979 songs Category:1979 singles Category:Liberty Records singles Category:Boy Junior songs Category:Songs written by Paul Gomersall
Category:Songs written by Paul Carrack Category:Song recordings produced by Alan Tarney1. Field of the Invention The present invention generally relates to
analog-to-digital converters. 2. Related Art Integrated circuits typically include analog-to-digital converters (ADC) to convert analog signals to digital signals.

FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram of a conventional differential single-slope ADC 100. ADC 100 includes N reference voltages REF1, REF2,..., REFN. Each
reference voltage is typically the output of a corresponding voltage divider. ADCs such as ADC 100 typically receive an analog input signal VIN and generate
corresponding differential signals using two inputs of differential amplifier 110. The differential signals are provided to a sequence of comparators 102 that

compare the differential signals to the reference voltages to generate an N-bit digital signal. For example, to generate an 8-bit 4bc0debe42
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